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Abstract
The search for the image of the shadow of the Milky Way’s central
black hole, Sagittarius A* or Sgr A*, by the Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT) using the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) technique, is
a great find and it has turned out to be one of the biggest challenges radio
astronomers face today. To this date, in which the database obtained by
the EHT is analyzed, astronomers have predicted the possible forms of Sgr
A*, such as the circular shape predicted by Einstein’s Theory of General
Relativity (RG), the cardioid form and Pascal limaçon, among others.
In this work, the possible form of Sgr A* is modeled by RG equations
through cardioidcylindrical coords, and, from the proposed metric, some
possible forms were simulated: cardioid, circular, Pascal limaçon (the
edge-on image shadow) and any conceivable mathematical forms through
asymmetric contour plots, similar to those obtained by other authors, with
the aim of contributing to the state of the art of modeling and simulation
of astrophysical objects existing in our universe. Moreover, calculations of
geometric and thermo-physical properties of Sgr A * were made, assuming
that it is a rotating black hole. The calculation of mass, temperature and
evaporation time of Sgr A*, allows us to verify, like other authors, the
Hawking effect prevailing for this type of black holes.
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